receive training, while the student is actually working at the place of
business or worksite of a client or customer of the employer. Similarly,
the employer may not fulfill its training obligation by having the student
make periodic telephone calls or send periodic email messages to the
employer to describe and discuss their experiences at the place of
business or worksite of a client or customer of the employer. See 8
C.F.R. 214.2.(f)(10)(ii)(C)(11) and 2016 STEM OPT Final Rule (p.
13041, 13042, 13049, 13062, 13064-66, 13070, 13071, 13090,
13113).

3. Entity providing the training: Staffing and temporary agencies may not,
however, assign or contract out students to work for one of their
customers or clients, and assign, or otherwise delegate, their training
responsibilities to the customer or client. As noted above, the
employer that signs the Form I-983 must be the same entity that
provides the practical training experience to the student. Moreover, the
student’s practical training experience must be provided by the
employer’s own trained or supervisory personnel at the employer’s
own place of business or worksite(s), to which ICE has authority to
conduct employer site visits to ensure that the employer is meeting
program requirements.
Even though a worksite location was not provided in your application,
it is evident that you are either working off site at a client’s location, or
remotely since your home address lcoated in CA and the company’s
site address is located in Texas. In addition, the training plan did not
mentioned how your role will be directly related to your STEM OPT
degree and did not discussed in detail how the employer will provide
valid oversight.
You will have the opportunity to re-submit your request if you have an
eligible STEM OPT employer or if you employer is able to demonstrate that
they meet the criteria listed above.
Let me know if you have further questions.

